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Who We Are

• UK-based multi-national, dating back to 1896

• LSE: FTSE 100 company – Support Services Industry

Sector

• Market capitalisation £4 billion

• Annual Revenue £2 bn (US$ 3 bn)
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Who We Are

Intertek Energy & Water Consultancy Services 

Planning, design, 

consents & permitting

Met-ocean, GIS & 

modelling

Risk & asset 

management

• Strategic Environmental 

Assessment

• EIA – Environmental 

Impact Assessment

• Permitting & compliance

• Regulatory advice & 

stakeholder engagement

• Concept design, 

feasibility study & FEED

• Site investigation/survey

• Technical specification & 

procurement support

• Hydrodynamic Modelling 

(erosion, wave, sediment 

transport)

• Water Quality Modelling

• Geographical information 

systems

• Meteorological & 

oceanographic analysis

• Subsea infrastructure 

route design

• Marine logistics planning 

& scheduling

• Project management

• ENVID - Environmental 

risk identification

• EMS – Environmental 

assurance

• Environmental Baseline 

Studies (in collaboration 

with Intertek labs)

• Offshore construction 

supervision

• O&M strategy & support

• Decommissioning
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The UK Water Industry

• Two parts: 

− providers of water and sewerage

− the regulation of those companies

• Water companies are either privatised or a public owned company

• 2 regulators: OFWAT and the Environment Agency / SEPA / NRW / DoE

• Wastewater – used water transported via drains to the sewerage system

− Key impacts: sediments; oxygen demand; pathogenic; eutrophication

• Transported via pipes and pumps:

− Combined

− Separate
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The UK Water Industry

• Problem: Under heavy rainfall combined systems can overflow

• Solution: combined sewer overflows (CSOs)

− ‘Safety valves’ to allow flow to escape.

• However: leads to untreated, diluted wastewater entering the environment

Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Combined_sewer
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Legislation

2006 Bathing Water Directive (came into force 2015)

• Designated Bathing water – a beach or inland site used by a large number of bathers

• Water monitored every year:

− Classed according to level of quality (poor, sufficient, good or excellent)

• 2 main parameters:

− Intestinal Enterococci

− Escherichia Coli

• Directive enables management of the bathing water, through the provision of 

information, such as the risk of bathing or entering the water

− allows real time management of the bathing water

• All about protecting human health

Also…The Shellfish Waters Directive (incorporated within the WFD)

• To improve shellfish water in order to support shellfish life and growth

• Sets out physical, chemical and microbiological requirements
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Use of Models

Asset Design:

• Traditional use of models – explicit modelling of specific, worst case scenarios

• Assist in locating new long sea outfalls…modelling plumes…running scenarios - locate 

outfall accordingly to keep plume away from beach

Compliance Assessments:

• Assessment of total impacts from existing infrastructure and diffuse sources

• Driven by ever-tighter legislation – do Bathing Waters comply to existing legislation?

• Use coastal models to create ‘unit impact’ databases to enable detailed, long-term 

assessments to be undertaken in a robust and efficient manner

• Intertek have undertaken the majority of such assessments in the UK, including for 

AWS, using our in-house approach and compliance software

Asset Management Tools:

• “Beach Aware System” for AWS

• Impacts in real time when CSOs spilling in wet weather

• Innovative application of models and use of data

• Leads on to tool that runs assessments in dry weather conditions…failure of critical 

assets in dry weather
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The Need for a Tool

Anglian Water requirements:

• Rapid determination of likely water quality impacts (EC/IE) at local bathing 

waters in dry weather conditions in the event of the failure of an asset, in line 

with Bathing Water Directive protocol

• To better manage their assets and any pollution incident that results from a 

failure

• Easy-to-use assessment tool for Duty Managers - integrated with AWS existing 

asset management system

• To provide a quantified assessment of the risk of impact to better understand 

consequences and assist the environmental regulator in handling the situation
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Hydrodynamic Coastal Model

• Traditional hydrodynamic model using MIKE21 built for AWS in 2007

• Consists of 2 nested grids of increasing resolution
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Hydrodynamic Coastal Model

• Regional model – 1350m resolution:
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Hydrodynamic Coastal Model

• Local model – 250m resolution:
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Hydrodynamic Coastal Model

• Various calibration and validation 

inputs:

− Tidal elevations

− Current speeds

− Current directions

− Co-range and co-phase contours

• Calibration on a mean spring tide 

(FWR guidelines)

• Validation on a mean neap tide
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Pump Failure Tool

Pump Failure Tool:

• Tool requirements:

− Developed using Excel VBA

− Utilise a database of marine impacts – AWS’s ‘Beach Aware System’

− Rapidly provide outputs of water quality impacts at nearby designated Bathing Waters as 

timeseries of predicted EC and IE compared against the relevant thresholds of the Bathing Water 

Directive

− Enable any asset to be selected

− Ability to select any date, time and spill duration

− Automatically determine tidal conditions and dominant wind direction

− Predict the number of hours bathing water will be impacted

− Highlight ‘Escalation Warning’ if beach is impacted

− Integrate with Anglian Water’s existing management system

− Include a ‘Post Event Analysis’ mode to allow editable spill/flow rates and spill concentrations

− Display time-series of results for all impacted locations
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Pump Failure Tool

Pump Failure Tool:

• Key features:

− Consequences of asset operations determined, and risk can be estimated

− Database driven - predicted consequences are obtained within minutes

− Response of and impacts from individual assets predicted

− Under-pinning information can be continually refined / updated, and the system can be trained to 

improve performance

− Potential operational control scenarios can be tested in advance, and the best response can be 

selected based on current / forecast conditions ‘on-the-fly’

− Decision engines can be developed to enable real-time asset management
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Pump Failure Tool

Mike-21 Modelling

Database of Coastal 

Impacts

Wind 

Conditions

Input from Duty Manager

Pump Failure Tool

(picks the most similar conditions and calculates 

the impact at the beach)

Risk of failure 

predicted

Issue Warning with 

Quantified Risk
No Further Action

Yes No

Tidal

Conditions

Forecast 

Tidal 

Conditions

Forecast 

Wind 

Conditions

Database of Asset 

Information
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Pump Failure Tool
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Pump Failure Tool

Tool Interface:
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Pump Failure Tool

• Scenario 1:

• Scenario 2:

Scenarios run using dummy data
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Pump Failure Tool

Scenarios run using 

dummy data
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Pump Failure Tool

Scenarios run using dummy data
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Pump Failure Tool

Timeseries Results:
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Benefits

• Understanding event-specific consequences in real-time allows the most appropriate 

operational decisions to be made

• Significant contributing / failing assets can be identified and targeted

• Environmental impacts could potentially be minimised

• Relevant stakeholders can be provided with the best information – including warnings 

of poor water quality

• Can help responsible Beach Manager to make the most appropriate decisions

• Improved Public Relations

Further future enhancements 

• Real time control – informed by use of the tool

• Dynamic asset management and consenting
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Summary

• Water companies have a responsibility to manage their assets such that environmental 

standards are not breached

• Coastal models can play an important role

• AWS applications contribute to the management of their waters

• Pump Failure Tool provides rapid assessment of the potential impact on water quality in 

the event of a failure

• Potential for future enhancement of asset management to improve environmental 

quality, compliance and capital and operational cost

AWS endorsement:

“Having the predictive tool has allowed us to better understand the hydrodynamics of our 

coastline in terms of the impacts that different tide and wind conditions can have on 

bathing water quality. It has also allowed us to better understand how our planned asset 

improvements may have positive impacts for water quality in our region. The tool is very 

easy to use and provides us with clear guidance on predicted water quality 

classifications” – Jenny Cooper, Coastal Water Protection Manager - AWS
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Thank You

Any Questions?

richard.marlow@intertek.com

mailto:richard.marlow@intertek.com

